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Lenses & Filters

A lens, according to Webster, is something that facilitates and influences perception, comprehension, or
evaluation. A filter is something that holds back elements or modifies the appearance of something. Lenses
and filters can change the way we view things, for better or for worse. Lens are intended to help us see more
clearly. In all of our lives we have blindspots and biases and presumptions. We ALL have biases, they can
be good biases, but sometimes they aren't. I am often working on my own and the more clarity we have on
our biases and the more we reduce our blindspots the better we can function. As we take the next step into
this next year I encourage all ofus to lean into love and kindness.

There are certain things that mark a year and make each month meaningful. January reminds us ofnew
beginnings, a chance to start off fresh. Sometimes snow and cold winter days. February is still cold but there
are certain holidays that warm up our hearts and souls. As the month of love, February is the time when we
celebrate Valentine's Day and we make time for remembering love. We emphasize the importance ofhaving
special people in our lives.

The "Random Acts ofKindness" movement is often emphasized during this month. Remember? Practice
random acts of kindness and senseless acts ofbeauty. It helps restore my faith in humanity as folks lean into
being more kind, thoughtful, and loving. We often focus on these in February, but we should be doing this
throughout the year. Our filters and lenses should direct us more toward giving some grace, the benefit of the
doubt, and to be more compassionate.

So, while it's lovely to see hearts and chocolate everywhere (chocolate is kind of like bacon, right? It just
makes life better), we should use our love and kindness goggles to make our Community a better place for
everyone. My bias is that the Yarnell & Peeples ValleyCommunities are ahead of the compassionate and
caring curve. But during this Valentine's Day month, I encourage us as a Center, and us as a Community to
lean in to being kinder and more caring and more loving people. I am challenging myself to step up in this
area.


